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Loftus Tram Museum outing. See page 4 Lloyd, Honda and NSU Prinz.
Heritage motoring day 20th May, two club cars displayed at Macquarie Park Windsor.
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Club preamble
Club’s web site.
Recently I have been listing and photographing the boxes and
packages of Lloyd parts that I hold. This instigated the thought of
putting this list up on our website. Days of frustration later I
managed to access the site and spent many hours working out
how to make changes and add photos.
Originally this site was developed by my son Stephen, at present undergoing domestic problems so unable to help.
The site at www.drive.to/mcsc is hopelessly out of date and needs your input, suggestions
and help toward improvements Even to the extent of asking for some-one of you to take over
as web master, Ha, ha! This would be a pipe dream, taking into account the lack of response
and input asked for in the past and for magazine input!
At present we only have two cars featured, with their histories up on the site. How nice
would it be getting some of you to write with your vehicles information to put up this could
be done anonymously if so requested ………..
I don’t want to chase or bombard anyone in particular by email, but I will, unless cooperation is forthcoming.

Just to fill some space that UUUU&U haven’t used!
31.07.12 Sydney Channel Seven recently approached dancers who attend a Top Ryde dances to audition for places in their production of a forthcoming mini series called ‘A Place to Call Home’
This series is in current production and due to air (I guess late this year or early 13). It tells the story of
a couple / family coming from UK to Australia, set in the mid 1950’s.
Along with another dozen or so I was selected and on 16th July the filming took place at Bexley for the
opening episode where the cruise from UK to Oz takes place.
Yet to be seen? my dancing took place as background to the second cruise dinner dance-ball. My experience with filming is such that you may have to look very carefully, with your finger on the pause
button to find me.
Will let you all know when the series goes to air to see if you can recognise me dressed up, with shorn
hair and glasses. Fred

'New to the group and renewals'
Welcome to Stephen Tapper of Oatley NSW, he joined during June and drives a Fiat 500F
on full rego. We look forward to meeting him at out monthly meetings and events.
Colin Davidson of Engadine, a Goggomobil nut, has renewed again and added a donation in
addition to his renewal payment. The Committee appreciates this with many thanks.
.

Welcome back to Allen Kuchell of Renmark SA he has two very nice cars, a Zeta sports
and a Lloyd. More about his collection in December magazine..
Greg Firth of Sydney is the sort of member we need! Has a large collection of cars in
general, Citroen, Fiat etc. Greg was a founder member of the ‘Fiat 500 club New Zealand’
and now awaiting a Daihatsu 360 being imported from NZ.
A warm welcome to Geoff Nowak of Victor Harbour SA the proud owner of two Zeta’s a
Tray top ute, the only one made and a white runabout. Photos in next magazine.
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Fred’s Ramblings
How do you like your Whisky?
Scottish scientists develop whisky biofuel.
By-products from distilling process could be used to power cars and even aviation, according to researchers in Edinburgh.
Whisky is being used to develop a biofuel which gives 30% more power output than ethanol
and could be available at petrol pumps within a few years.
It gives a whole new meaning to the phrase “one for the road”. Whisky, the spirit that powers the Scottish economy, is being used to develop a new biofuel.
Using samples from the Glenkinchie Distillery in East Lothian researchers at Edinburgh
Napier University have developed a method of producing biofuel from two main byproducts of the whisky distilling process - “pot ale”, the liquid from the copper stills, and
“draft”, the spent grains.
Copious quantities of both waste products are produced by the £4bn whisky industry each
year, and the scientists say there is real potential for the biofuel, to be available at local garage forecourts alongside traditional fuels, It can be used in conventional cars without adapting their engines. The team also said it could be used to fuel planes and as the basis for
chemicals such as acetone, an important solvent.
The new method developed by the team produces butanol, which gives 30% more power
output than the traditional biofuel ethanol. It is based on a 100-year-old process that was
originally developed to produce butanol and acetone by fermenting sugar. The team has
adapted this to use whisky by-products as a starting point and has filed for a patent to cover
the new method. It plans to create a spin-out company to commercialise the invention.
Professor Martin Tangney, who directed the project said that using waste products was more
environmentally sustainable than growing crops specifically to generate biofuel. He added
that it could contribute significantly to targets set by the EU for biofuels to account for 10%
of total fuel sales by 2020.
“What people need to do is stop thinking ’either or’; people need to stop thinking like for
like substitution for oil. That’s not going to happen. Different things will be needed in
different countries. Electric cars will play some role in the market. Taking cars off the road
could be one of the most important things we ever do.”
Dr Richard Dixon, of WWF Scotland, welcomed the project. “The production of some
biofuels can cause massive environmental damage to forests and wildlife.” So whisky powered-cars could help Scotland avoid having to use those forest-trashing biofuels.”

With thanks to my Mocroscotic connections and friends, Hic, Ochi Ai
Joke of the month:

A Higgs boson walks into a church. “We don’t allow Higgs bosons in here!” the priest
shouts.
“But without me, how can you have mass?” asks the particle.
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Recent Events
Club Event...Loftus Tram Museum Sunday 27th May
No sooner had Scott taken on the role of Events Coordinator of the MCSC, than he
looked at the initial list of locations members had suggested we include in a weekend run. He knew we needed to get out and about before the colder and less hospitable weather closed in on us. (neither scooters nor many of the Micros have heating !).
Loftus Tram Museum was up there with the most reasonable to get a start on, so
Scott made a couple of calls, and not only set us up for May 27th, but also arranged
for secure parking in the complex, and a personal tour of the museum by one of the
small band of volunteers.
Despite a forecast of rain, Keith and Monica Wall, plus Scott and Matt Stevenson
and yours truly met at 10 am at the site. Our parking area for the Lloyd, Honda, and
NSU was right at the tram stop for the run towards Sutherland station alongside
Rawson Avenue.( see photo below)
Weather turned out to be a near perfect Autumn day, and the museum was not
crowded. Three different trams ran almost continuously including the run across the
Princes Hwy to the Royal National Park station where we had a light picnic lunch
followed by a short bushwalk to the Bungoona Lookout for a great view of the Port
Hacking area. Inside the Museum were maybe 30 different trams on rails allowing
them to be driven around, some beautifully restored, others waiting patiently for the
volunteers who run the museum to get started on their next project. Their ages were
various, the oldest being over 100 years. (The trams? Or the volunteers, GRS) Lots
of memorabilia, plus wall after wall of historic tram (and trolley bus) photos taken in
different parts of Sydney.
Not a long day, meaning we got home before the Sunday afternoon rush from the
south coast. A very pleasant day’s outing. Thanks Scott. Where are we off to next?
John Renshaw.
Riverstone Pde and Country Fair May 12.
A week before this event I received a phone call from an Australian lady Pat, now
living in South African, inquiring about our club and any chance of meeting members, she and her husband, (Bruce, he back at home) have a collection of micro
cars including two Messerschmitts and a Heinkel Kabinenroller. Pat was delighted to
hear of this event and made the train journey from Hornsby, with an eighty-two year
young aunt to attended the day.
Pat found our assemble point and was enthralled with Tim’s Mazda R360. She and I
got engaged when she discovered I have a TG500 resting at home, this engagement came to a screeching end (divorce) when I discovered she smokes!
Prior to our moving out of the park, for the parade, Pat went off to find her aunt and
made it back just in time to accompany me in my KR200 for a short ride.
Since her return to South Africa Pat and hubby Bruce have kept in touch and have
emailed copies of Die Kleinwagen the Newsletter of the Micro Car Club of South
Africa
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Apologies to Barry for the late use of these photos and info.
I recently found this email and photos tucked away.
Hi Fred, Found these on the camera from the Melbourne to Mornington run back in
January. NSU in force compared to other
micros. Black car Wankel Spyder, the red car
1000tt fabulous both. The other two you’re
familiar with.
As you'll see in/on Just Cars web/mag I've
advertised my cars with the intention of selling the Bond and one other. ie keeping either
the Messer or Isetta.
Time to look after and use them is a real
problem.
Regards Barry

Riverstone parade was well
attended by our members
and enthusiastly by others
attending but the parade
numbers were down on last
years event. Surprisingly
the County Fair side of the
day was bigger, brighter
Pat in South Africa
and very well attended.
I had a slight mishap on the way down the Putty Rd, a bird

The engaged couple!

flew out of the
bush into the nearside headlight spiralling off taking
the turn indicator
lens with it. This
repair job has been
completed and all
is going well.
Fred
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Better late than
never, another
member’s shed
collection found
tucked away in
among
photos.
Any more of you
willing to let us
see how you
play and live?

Goggomobil article from Wheels magazine July 1958
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Charlie Schwerkolt's Arthurs Seat Auto Museum
In 1988 Charlie bought a 2.5 acre property at 175 Purves Road, Arthurs Seat, Victoria ( p/c
3936 ). Initially the building on the property ( plus a house to live in ) became a tea house
for his wife to run, and a small auto museum to satisfy his passion, (where both could do
what they liked to do). The first vehicles were 4 Studebakers ( Charlie was one of the founders of the Studebaker car club), and since then there have been regular additions to the display as well as additions to the building to house the many unusual examples of motoring in
Australia that he had accumulated.
As with most museums, this is not a money making venture, simply an opportunity to gather
together in one place the things he loves, and to share their existence with fellow enthusiasts.
Amongst the 50 or so unusual Motor Vehicles and 15 to 20 motor bikes and Scooters are a
number of Micro cars including Messerschmitt, DAF,BMW Isetta, Zeta, and Reliant brands.
These major exhibits are surrounded by about 150 model cars, petrol bowsers, enamel auto
signs and a host of other interesting and rare memorabilia.
If you are in the area, give
Charlie a call on 0419 887 801
to let him know you are coming.
John R

Headlines from the year
2030
Australian Deficit 10 $Trillion
dollars and rising. Government
declares return to surplus in
100 years which is 300 years
ahead of time. The Prime Minister claims increased growth
through more immigration is
the secret to success.
Wall Street banks merge to
form new super bank, Goldman
Rothschild Ebeneezer Epstein
Drescher (GREED):
Huge bonuses paid to executives to celebrate the launch.
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Continuing:
A Car for Egypt and R Flower connection to Meadows Frisky cars
Background
By 1959 the relationship between Britain and Egypt was improving, the main issues were
being resolved and an agreement had been reached that British property which had been
sequestrated by Nasser would be returned to the owners and assets that had been nationalised would be compensated from Egyptian government funds frozen in London. Whilst this
fell woefully short of their real value it did mean that former residents could now return to
Egypt.
They did so, however, with far less influence than before as control of trade and industry
was now firmly in Egyptian hands.
Before the Suez crisis there had been ambitions to create a home based Egyptian car industry
rather than rely on imported vehicles and post crisis those ambitions once again came to the
fore.

A Car for Egypt
Because of his former involvement with The Cairo Motor Company, Raymond Flower was
approached to see if Frisky Cars could be built in Egypt and was told that Nasser would like
to inspect a car. A red FriskySport was taken from a stock in Alexandria, its Frisky logos
replaced with arabesque scrolls and the speedometer over painted with Arabic numerals. The
car was then delivered to Nasser, (who later revealed he was in fact an accomplished engineer)

Nasser's Test cars
He inspected the car closely, started the engine and drove it a short way. He approved but
wanted some modifications made. The chain drive was to be replaced by shaft transmission
and the body work extended to carry more passengers. If this was done he would give the
project his personal backing and would require it to be called “The Ramses”
25 cars were shipped to Alexandria in time to be displayed in Cairo for the 23rd July 1959
celebrations. They were hailed as “The All-Arab peoples’ car” and a company “Egyptian
Automotive” was formed to build the Ramses

FriskySport under demonstration in Cairo
The Egyptian Minister of Commerce, Dr Mohammed Nasr, with colleagues, visited the
Frisky factory in Wolverhampton. They were introduced to Henry Stone before being shown
around the production and assembly lines.
The visit was a success and resulted in an order for several hundred Frisky packs which were
to be the first stage in Egyptian Automotives’ program to build 10,000 Ramses cars over the
next two years.
This was one of the first major deals since the Suez crisis and all seemed to be going well,
until Whitehall vetoed the deal. A licence to ship the parts was refused.!!!
Derek Flower went to see the President of the Board of Trade who said that the Egyptians
were dragging their feet over freeing British properties and he intended to play “tit for tat".
Also Her Majesty’s government was not prepared to abet Nasser’s spurious boast of producing a national car.
The Egyptian Automotive’s reaction was to promptly negotiate a similar agreement with
NSU Germany. So instead of a being a Frisky, the Ramses became a disguised NSU Prinz
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The NSU Prinz based Ramses
So ended all dreams and ambitions of The Frisky becoming a car for Egypt.
Once again I am deeply indebted to Raymond Flower for all the information he has provided
which has enabled me to give this account of the Egyptian Frisky project for the benefit of
all enthusiasts of the Frisky Car. Keep an eye on my website as more information comes to
hand. John Meadows, April 2012

Wikipedia:
Ramses (Arabic:  )رﻣﺴﻴﺲis a former Egyptian automotive brand, its corporate office in Cairo.
The company was founded in 1958 in cooperation between the Egyptian government, the
German NSU Motor Works Ltd, and the Italian coachbuilder Carrozzeria Bertone SpA
The brand was named after the ancient Egyptian kings Ramses from the 19th and 20 Dynasty, just what an economic emergence of the country on the Nile should symbolize.
The Ramses was the first car produced in Egypt, and was the result of co-operation between
the new Egyptian car firm Egyptian Light Transport Manufacturing Company, and the German NSU. The factory was located right next to the Great Pyramids. Plans were to produce
around 10.000 cars a year, most of the work being manual labour.
Ramses (1959-1963)
1959 serious production began of the first Ramses model. It was an edgy, door-less small car
with a multi-purpose body. The choices of Ramses models were a sedan car, convertible and
a PickUp. A two-cylinder series engine was used with a displacement of 598 cc . This was
placed as in the NSU Prinz in the rear and had only air cooling. The vehicle had a capacity of
22 kW and had a top speed of 116 km / h. 1130 units of this model were built.
Ramses II (1963-1966)
In the summer of 1963 the body of Ramses II and the NSU Prinz IV, were now identical.
The newly employed parallel twin-engine had a displacement of exactly 600 cc also an output of 22 kW. The body versions were retained for the Egyptian market. 1700 units of the
second generation were manufactured by late 1965.
Ramses III (1966-1972)
By the spring of 1966, the final variant succeeded, the Ramses III. This was an Egyptian-inhouse development. Engines and body parts still came from the two European companies.
Only a small number of third-generation models were assembled and production turned into
an economic fiasco.

Ramses II is identical to the NSU Prinz IV
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Standard - ECO
SPECIFICATION PERAVES W-18K5 ECOMOBILE 1000ccm
VEHICLE BODY & STRUCTURE
Composite-Monocoque made from KEVLAR & glass-weave bonded by ARALDITE Epoxy
resin, reinforced by roll- and crash protection-bars, engine mount and steering head in argonarc-welded aircraft-grade steel.
Front suspension by telescopic fork, BMW-Monolever in rear with WP- or Oehlins-shockstrut. Aircraft-grade-steel supporting-roll-axles, gull-wing-door with integrated sun roof,
opening to the left. Acrylic plexi glazing, optionally tinted, ECE-43-spec. windshield on
option. Baggage compartment in rear, SAE-compliant seatbelt-hard-points, paint according
to customers specifications.
MECHANICS
4-cylinder-in line BMW-K100-engine 987 ccm, liquid cooling. Dry monodisc-clutch.
PG-gearbox, 4 forward speeds and electrically unlockable reverse, shifted by teleflex lever,
electrically on option. Monolever shaft drive.
3 brake discs with 4-piston hydraulic calipers. Fully integrated-, optionally electronic AntiLock-Brake-System &/or mechanical parking brake on rear wheel.
Aluminium 8-or 3-spoke-wheels MT-H2-type of various sizes standard or optional with VBtires, ZR-tires on option. Computer-supervised electrical SERVO-stabilizer-system with
manual lowering backup.
EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
2-colour leather seats with 3-point-automatic-safety-belts. Interior leather & grey velours
padding, opt. Alcantara, black noise-suppressing-carpets. Self-locking baggage-compartment
-cover with integrated headrest. Standard instrumentation with additional options. Heatingand-vent system with 3-stage-blower and mirror defogging, Pioneer 7000 RDS-cassette audio system. Air conditioning, mobile phone, GPS etc on option.
OPERATION
Motorcycle-type-handlebars with extended functions. Clutch pedal left, gearlever and supporting-roll-switch left. Fully integrated brake operation by pedal right, aux-brake-lever and
twist-throttle right.
SOME FIGURES
Empty weight 440 kgs (1000 lbs). Fuel Tank 47ltrs (12,4 USG). Maximum weight 624kgs
(1420 lbs). Dimensions l = 3.70 m h = 1.48 m w = 1.47 m
Service every 20.000 kms. Warranty 1 year, on structure 25 years. Engine power output
66kW/90PS at 8000/min, max .torque 86Nm/6000/min.Straight catalyzer on option. Accel. 0
-100 km/h 6,2 sec. Top speed above 240 km/h
(150 MPH +).Brake-distance 100-0 km/h 48 m
Turning circle between walls 8.5 m
Consumption ISO 7118:
4.30 l/100km at constant 90 km/h (55 MPG)
5,40 l/100km at constant 120 km/h (44 MPG)
Lead free premium gas.
WILL WE EVER SEE IT ON THE ROAD ??
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Cars of the Future and the Trabant
The Historic German Vehicle Register of Australia February 2012

Given the advances in both engine technology and synthetic building materials,
many of the excuses the car companies have put forward for not being able to
manufacture a low cost, fuel economic car are pretty specious. The claimed cost in
re-tooling the industry from steel pressed bodies to carbon fibre bodies is often used
but on reflection is not convincing because the industry has been down this particular road before, in East Germany in the1950’s. And if the East Germans can do it,
well? The Trabant is notorious in the western press where it receives constant ridicule as a disaster on four wheels. However, on its own terms the Trabant was an
amazing success. Over 3 million were sold and many thousands are still on the
roads. There are dedicated Trabby clubs and enthusiasts all around the world, from
the Communists Bloc countries to Great Britain and the USA, all doing their part to
keep those little cars proudly on the road.
The Trabant was a response to East Germany’s desperate shortage of steel and
other critical materials during the 50’s. At the time the Soviets were extracting the
maximum amount of war reparations from the country and East Germany could not
afford to import sufficient steel to supply all of its industries.
The government organised its automotive sector into a conglomerate called VEB
(basically the Peoples Auto Conglomerate) and assigned each of the companies a
particular market segment so as to assure there would be no duplication of effort or
wastage of resources.
The former Auto Union company, DKW whose Zwickau factory had been nationalised and renamed AWZ (Auto Werk Zwickau) was tasked to build a small, economical car for general use. During the pre-war period DKW had specialised in building
budget automobiles and had been one of the biggest auto companies in Germany.
DKW cars were powered by a 688cc 2- cylinder, 2 stroke engine that was little bigger than a 12 can pack of Coca Cola. Wood and vinyl bodywork helped keep the
weight down. The company had jbegun building cars with steel bodywork just before
the war started, but had then been taken over by the military to produce trucks and
engine parts.
DKW itself re-established itself in West Germany in 1947 and continued making 2 stroke
cars until 1965, when they were bought out
by VW. AWZ’s solution to the resource problem was to use steel only in the chassis and
underframe. All body panels were manufactured from Duraplast, a synthetic product
DKW had been experimenting with during the war years. Duraplast was made from
cotton pulp that was pressed into a mat and then impregnated with resin. Unlike
fibreglass, which was being used experimentally for car bodies in the west, the resin
impregnated mats could be pressed into shape in a standard steel press. No expensive tooling was required. Also the components of Duraplast were low quality cotton
pulp and a waste product left over from the chemical dyeing industry,
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Duraplast was extremely cheap to manufacture and was ultimately biodegradable (it
takes about 12 months for a Trabant body to decompose when it has been treated
with a specific form of bacteria that consumes Duraplast).
Duraplast never rusts and does not need panel beating. If badly damaged , the
panel can be removed and a new panel popped into place. Everything about the
Trabant was designed for maintenance by the home mechanic with limited tools and
mechanical experience. The entire drive train could be wheeled out of the vehicle by
removing just 4 bolts. Engines were interchangeable. The original 498cc 2 stroke
could be upgraded to a 688cc when they became available in the 60’s.
Unfortunately for the Trabant’s designers, their plans to upgrade and improve the
car over time were constantly met with refusal by the government. As far as the government was concerned, the brief was satisfied and there was no need to make any
changes. By the 1970’s the Trabant was distinctly old fashioned design with its technology unchanged since the 40’s. Other Eastern Bloc manufacturers, such as
Skoda, had continued to innovate and were out-selling the staid Trabant in its domestic market and had even found an export marketing the west. When the Berlin
Wall came down, it took the Trabbie with it!
Despite its sorry end and poor reputation, the Trabant was a pioneer of the use of
synthetic materials and small, economic engines. It shows us what can be done with
a little imagination. This article by member Paul Markham, 104A Petra Street, Bicton, WA 6157. Thank you –ed.
Refer photo on previous page “Trabant 601”.

Michelin Tyres...
Absolutely SCARY looking… They have been
testing these for several years now.
(Ed just goes to show how up to date our research is, we mentioned these in June 2009. )
Resilient Tech was developing them for the military. Amazing new tyres........................
These tyres are airless and are scheduled to be
out on the market very soon. Look for 'em in
August.
These tyres are made in South Carolina, USA. A
radically new design by Michelin; the next generation of tyres. They had a pair at the Philadelphia car show.
Yes, those are 'spoke' like connections to the inner part of the tyre from the outside tread
'wrap!' (Ed one of the photos I received showed how
odd it looks in motion)... Makes you wonder how the
ride feels doesn't it?
The bad news for law enforcement is that spike strips
will not work on these. Just think of the impact on existing technology: A…. No more air valves, B…. No
more repair kits, C…. No more air compressors at gas
stations, D…. No more flats.
These are actual pictures taken at the South Carolina
plant of Michelin
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Shacks made of road signs
IN SOUTH AFRICA, authorities are finding it hard to keep up with replacing metal road
signs because people keep stealing them to sell for scrap metal and to repair the roofs of
their homes.
One brazen thief became an internet exposé after he built a shack made entirely of stolen
road signs.
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For Scooter enthusiasts
Some things you
may not know
about scooters:
The American
Scoot-mobile was
built from spare
Air Force bomber
fuel tanks.

April 1940

In 1901, the
Colonial Oil
Company became
the first firm to
import ‘motor
spirit’ (petrol) into
Australia.

4 pix, New Stella 4-stroke scooter.
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A real scooter find... Lambretta excavation
Originally uploaded
by eam31. Poking
around flickr.com
and saw the dirtiest
Lambretta I'd ever
laid eyes on. What
was she DOING?!
Mud-bogging?!
I had to send Ellie a
message asking for
an explanation and
here's what she said:
We were digging out a new bed (gardening), and the spade hit something which turned out
to be the Lambretta! We have no idea how it got there, we've only just moved into the
house. Currently we're planning to try to get rid of it, because it's not in very good condition
and being underground seems to have flattened bits.
cheers, Ellie
WOW! A 1957 Lambretta Li Series 1... Buried in your back yard. How does THAT happen?
The best I can do is a beer can and some old chicken bones. They're talking about getting rid
of it, but imagine the story THAT restoration would have! Thanks for fillin' us in on the details Ellie! We hope you'll let us know what happens to her and
if you decide to restore instead.
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New member Richard Twentyman’s
1960 Lambretta Li150.
I am looking to sell my beloved genuine Italian 1960 LI150. I bought her in 2002 in
Rimini Italy, imported her in to England and
then brought her to Australia last year.
I have her birth certificate from the Lambretta club of GB, every receipt from her re
build, tax discs and many other documents.
She has full rego for Oz and still looks like
she did 52 years ago when she came of the
production line.
I am looking to build a new project and unfortunately have to sacrifice her for my new
build. I would be very grateful if you could
help put her out there and find a nice new
home for her.
I am hoping to get around $8000-$8500 for
her as she is around 90% original.
She still has the original engine with all
original parts, I only changed the clutch and
piston rings in the re build.
I have more photos if people are interested, I
can email them if required. richardtwentyman849@hotmail.com

Fab car found
IN THE USA, it took police a while, but they
finally managed to track down a woman’s
prized 1969 Chevy Camaro SS muscle car
that was stolen in New Jersey in 1975. Thirty‐
six years after that theft, the California High‐
way Patrol found the car after a man who
brought it on eBay said he suspected there
was something wrong with the paperwork.
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Nostalgia Corner
The old BMW Isetta
One of the most successful microcars ever
produced, which was also known as a bubble car because of the bubble-like windows
and an egg shape.

New BMW Isetta
After micros such as the Smart and the Fiat 500,
BMW is considering bringing back the Isetta..The original Isetta was powered by a rearmounted motorcycle engine that delivered about 12 horsepower. On the original model the
only door was its swing-away nose panel.
The modern Isetta, unlike the original, will have four wheels and two doors on the sides.
Also the new Isetta will retain the egg-shaped silhouette of the original. At the moment, redesign is in the earliest stages, BMW may not make a decision on it until 2010. The new
Isetta would be powered by a clean engine that would be the most ecological BMW yet!

Original City Car Returns. ( Isetta to eSetta )
From an article by Matt Campbell in the Fairfax Press 3/5/12
BMW’s Isetta was arguably the first Microcar for the masses. Production began in 1955 ( 4
years before the Mini ), with the unconventional two seat runabout measuring just 2.3 metres
long. Its quirkiest feature was a front hinged door which pivoted open to the side, taking the
steering wheel with it. It’s still one of the most popular and sought after heritage BMWs in
the world. But Austrian car designer Tony Weichselbraun wants to remake it for the 21st
century.
His design, the BMW eSetta concept, has been developed with car sharing in mind. The
purely electric runabout can be charged via induction at ‘sharing hubs’, which Weichselbraun claims will eliminate the ‘unfounded fear of limited range’. The eSetta is a modern
take on the iconic Isetta, with a front door that slides and rotates, allowing the car’s occupants to get in and out closer to the footpath rather than opening their door into the line of
traffic. Weichselbraun says he designed the cutesy eSetta to have a highly recognisable and
friendly appearance because he intended to reinforce the positive aspects of car sharing. The
car features wid- set headlights and a prominent BMW badge mounted in the middle of the
door.
Unlike the original bubble car, however, the
eSetta’s rear wheels sit much wider with the
broad –shoulder Micro Machine adopting a
more menacing stance as a result. The concept
also features the increasingly popular two-tone
paint treatment, with a different colour adorning the roof. The sloping roof pillars push
downwards at the rear of the car giving it an
appearance similar to the Fiat 500 courtesy of
its rounded rear bumper and low set taillights….John R
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Strange things you never knew about microcars!
The Czech-built Prvenac not only had four wheels placed in a diamond formation,
its chassis was also articulated.
Volvo built a 790cc prototype in 1954 which never came to production.

Stunt driver of the week
ITALY PRIZE for stunt-driver of the week goes to the Italian bus driver who managed to
simultaneously use two mobile phones while steering the wheel of his bus with his elbows.
Video of the driver, who was ferrying passengers to Rome’s Ciampino airport, was posted
on the internet.
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Messerschmitt Moscow
That things don't have to be big to be appreciated is proven by this nice shot of three Messerschmitts. At the middle and left are the two most 'common' types, the KR200, but the red
one on the right is the earlier KR175, made in 1953, which interestingly had no electric
starter and no reverse. The Messerschmitt was a tandem-seater which you had to enter by
opening the canopy.
We remember one story from an elderly
gentleman who had built a small garage
in the garden for his KR175. When it
was finished he proudly entered it with
the Messerschmitt, only to find himself
locked-in as because of the smallness of
the garage he couldn't open the canopy
and of course couldn't reverse out of it!
This little problem was solved with the
later KR200 models that did have a
starter and reverse.
The colour photo was taken at last year's Oldtimer-Gallery in Moscow, which incidentally
will be held again this coming weekend from March 8-11.
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Correspondence Received
Hi Fred,
Thank you very much for your mail. No problem with the delay- it is our hobby so there is
no rush. A nice magazine you sent- very interesting. I read it from page to page on the airline
flight today from Greece home.
The picture you opened was my 1959 TG 500 nickname "die Rote Pest" (the red pest- its
previous owner, who owned this car in the early 60's called it so) during the annual meeting
of the German Messerschmitt Club in 2010. There was heavy rain before the meeting and
the camping ground was flooded with water everywhere and since I am driving my car more
than polishing it, I decided to take some nice pictures. The TG still wears its original paint
and is far away from being in Concours condition, but I am using it very often and the car
looks exactly like an old, used car.
I am restoring my 2nd TG right
now, this one will be Concours
condition when finished.
(hopefully).
You can use the picture, of
course, I will attach a few more
in smaller size so that you can
open them more easily.
Well I understand the situation
with the owners of the rare
items, it is the same here and I
would do probably the same.
But I could offer help with the
engine, deliver rare engine parts in exchange or help with restoring TG engines. So maybe
you could write something that I am looking for a diff to rebuild my spare-engine and would
be willing to exchange parts, help, money? Maybe somebody could help me, we never
know. Please do me a favour and add this question together with my email address in your
next magazine.
The other pictures show me together with Heiko Zimmermann (the German TG-guru) during last year’s "Solitude Revival"
race here in Germany. The linked
video in the previous mail is an
onboard-video from the same
event. On my YouTube account
you'll find some TG 500 videos,
even one with several TG's together on the famous Nuerburgring Nordschleife here in Germany. Also in this mail I have
pictures of an engine I rebuilt.
For anyone wishing to correspond
my Skype name is martinairsauer
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Correspondence Received
Lambretta parts wanted
Hello All,
I thought I would try my luck via the club to acquire some bits I would like for my Lambretta GP200. Of course I could source bits from various online shops, but I thought I would
try and keep it local first! Anyway, I am seeking:
1) A Lambretta seat to suit a Series 3 body. I currently have an Ancillotii style seat, but after
many years of supporting my backside the hinge part has broken free of the rest of the seat
pan. I'd really like to get some manner of aftermarket Lambretta seat - I'd rather not have a
standard issue seat if possible (however I'll consider most anything!) - its condition is not
important as I can replace padding and recover the seat if needed. I do need one that has a
base that is in good shape.
2) A Lambretta 200cc head - the one currently in my scooter works...however many years
ago I fried a piston, the result was a certain amount of alloy got squished into the combustion chamber. In the very best tradition of the home garage bodger, I cleaned it up in a cursory fashion with sandpaper and elbow grease...it works but is not optimal. I would like to
improve my scooter's performance with a head that is the proper, as the factory intended
shape!
Someone may have one or both of these bits kicking around their shed or garage gathering
dust! If you can help me out please email me on colinmcf@ozemail.com.au . Negotiations
can commence, my people can meet your people and do lunch, etc, etc!
Thanks in Advance!
Colin McFarland
.25.05.12 Hiya.
Thanks for the newsletter, some very interesting pages there, for instance the Frisky stuff.
I like the Davey NSU Prinz 30 as well.
About that mystery cycle-/pedal car. one that looks well-made but is probably a DIY job. I
have quite a bit of stuff on cycle cars but have not come across anything like that yet. Can't
read the name, that is a bummer. The scene looks more like 1930s-40s than 40's-50s, due to
the fact that that there is a lot of crude stuff there, and not much else but Tractions (L-15s)
which had been in production for many years already. Can't read the regos, but if you have a
mag glass, try read the last two numbers. If it says "75" it is Paris, if the number reads anything in the "90s" you are looking at a place near Paris. The first Traction has a larger boot,
the factory made those from 1952, but there was a variety of boots available as an accessory
from small business like A.E.A.T., so it could easily be one of those. The second Traction
looks a bit older. Wipers were on the top of the screen up to the late 1940s, then moved to
the bottom of the windshield.
Keep it up, regards, N.Z. Bert.
Strange things you never knew about microcars:
The longest –lived microcar design is the Tempo, originally introduced in Germany in 1936
and reputedly still in production in India.
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For sale
Wanted Daihatsu 360 or Maxi.
Bruce Carruthers sent an email saying he owned one in 1972 said it was a 360cc 2-stroke 2door sedan with very chunky looks and quite a zippy performer. He once drove it from
Sydney to Adelaide then to Melbourne and back to Sydney.
Has been looking in vain for any still existing in Oz or anywhere for that matter, he would
love to acquire one either restored of restorable His email is bruce@keepingitsimple.com,au
Zig Pasnicki WA is looking for the battery case cover for NSU Prima scooter or 1953 NSU
Lambretta both appear the same.
Email zigandzag34@bigpond.com phone 08 9397 6315
A bit out of our line but still for a small car; the owner of a 1928 Triumph super 7 is looking for Sanky 3 stud wheels he thinks they should be 18 inch (in the old language)
Let Fred know of any leads Robin can follow up.
Goggomobil Dart body shell and chassis, this has
been dry stored under cover for the past few years up at
Colo Heights. Belongs to Peter Luks. Comes with some
other motor and suspension parts that Fred has collected
over the years. Offers around $1500 or haggle.
Messerschmitt domes, any interested Schmitt owners wanting a dome or any large items
from MOC UK, and sharing the freight cost with John in Melbourne. Contact John Brooksmith [johnbrooksmith@hotmail.com]
1983 Subaru Sherpa this smart two-dor little car is for sale has the original 2 cylinder motor
with one blown head gasket, motor still runs. Was on full rego until 2 months ago. Apparently could do with TLC to the paint, no rust has always been garaged. Located at Glenbrook
near Penrith. Contact Paul 4751 5770 seeking around $700.

Restoration help, info & advice
Tec Tip.
One of the BTSC (British Two Stroke club) members purchased an Amal Concentric Mk1 body with
an adaptor for a rubber hose connector attached. He was actually after the adaptor so was somewhat
disappointed to discover after arriving home and examining that the adaptor was attached by epoxy
resin adhesive.
After reading about the dire consequences ethanol based fuels were having on epoxy based fuel tank
liners in the U.K. (All petrol in the U.K. has ethanol in it so there is no escaping the stuff there.)
He wondered if he could use this to his advantage. Finding a large glass jar big enough to take the carburettor body and filling it with enough ethanol to submerse it. Where do you buy ethanol I hear you
ask?
From supermarkets of course, Methylated Spirits is 95% ethanol distilled from sugar cane. Within a
week the epoxy resin had softened, another week later the adaptor was removed without damage to
either parts thanks to the ethanol. It then became clear why the adaptor was ‘stuck’ on. It didn’t screw
on because the threads didn’t match.
With thanks to British Two Stroke club June magazine
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Technical information
The Evolution of Fuelling …. A brief History.....
(from information found in an article in 'Practical Classics' Dec 2011)
After 130 years it is now understood that if we mix one part of petrol with 14.7 parts of air
( by weight) then we will have a mixture that will burn perfectly, and in a perfect world producing water vapour and a smidgen of carbon dioxide ( don't tell Julia ).
By increasing petrol by 10 – 15% we can significantly increase torque but along with this we
have increased fuel consumption and nasty carbon monoxide. Going the other way, an increase of 10 – 15% of air, our lean-burn mixture drops fuel consumption and torque.
The modern car uses sophisticated electronics to move between these three ratios to enrich
the mixture when performance is required and when cruising weakening the mixture to the
frugal lean-burn ratio. Today most fuelling developments have 'EFFICIENCY' as their
goal, whereas our pioneers were seeking 'SPEED'
Our earliest engineers ( Benz, Maybach, Daimler, Marcus ) built basic 4 stroke engines using gas, but they wanted to run them on petrol which was available from hardware stores.
Gas was easy to manage, but petrol being a liquid needed to be converted to a vapour and
then the need to regulate the sucking of it into the engine.
Carl Benz tried feeding air via the top of the fuel tank where it would collect vapours along
the way. In 1875 Siegfried Marcus put an engine driven paddle wheel in the fuel tank causing turbulence and this in turn increased the vapour count responding to engine speed. A
year later, Dr F W Lanchester produced England's first petrol car, but performance was sadly
lacking. Lanchester followed up with a wick based carburettor.
A few short months later, Maybach dreamt up the beginnings of the modern carburettor. He
called it a dual chamber, or spray nozzle Carby, comprising a float chamber that discharged
fuel straight into the inlet manifold via a single jet. Fuelling was therefore only precise at
one engine speed or load, but the way the jet turned liquid into a fine spray that atomised
into vapour was revolutionary.
The Englishman, Edward Butler moved into the next phase, and experimented with using
vacuum from the engine, plus a throttle and restrictions to the airflow path. ( the idea of
1790's Italian scientist GB Venturi), and this worked better, but resulted in rather rich mixtures at speed.
1920 saw this problem mainly solved, by the addition of an emulsifier tube positioned between the multiple fixed jets and the nozzle of the venturi, allowing extra air to enter the mix
as fuel flow increases. By the 1950's, Carburettors were able to cope with all of an engine's
operating conditions, maximising performance, whilst minimising fuel usage.
Then came Fuel Injection......John R.

Crucifix too phallic
A BRITISH cabbie was ordered to remove a small blue glass crucifix from his dashboard
after a passenger complained it looked like a “fake penis”. The driver from York, a devout
Roman Catholic, said he was amazed when he received the instruction. The complaint was
made by a 15 year old schoolboy on his way to school.
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, drive.to/mcsc email microcar@drive.to
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Editor:
Mag Publishing/
Distribution:
Events Co-ordinator:
Events:
Research officer:
Spare parts adviser:
Club plate register
& inspector:
CMC delegates:
Public officer:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 2833, <douglaskennedy@optusnet.com.au>
Allen Wall, 02 9707 2296 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
Fred Diwell, with assistance from John Renshaw, Allen/ Julie Wall
ph/fax 02 4565 0219, e-mail <microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
John Renshaw with assistance from Douglas Kennedy and Allen Wall
Scott Stevenson with a request for assistance
Allen Wall, along with committee collaboration.
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Fred Diwell, contact as above.
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9707 2296
Allen Wall, Peter Luks Mark Robinson.
Allen Wall.

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars
and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the
Greyhound Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting around
7.45 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with
similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Victoria:
Queensland:
Tasmania:
Western Australia
South Australia:
Queensland

Paul Lucas at Mornington,
Terry White at Kelvin Grove
John Barrass at Newstead
Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
Ian Wilson at Clearview
Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist)

03 5975 7203.
07 3356 5828.
03 6333 0544.
08 9397 6315.
08 8262 3033.
0438 883 201.

Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two
stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in
Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September, and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 20th of the month
prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine
out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we know who its from.
During correlation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the
editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and
accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates
and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2012 MCSC.
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